
CHAPTER 18 

Congress 
and .Technology 

lt il the proper duty of a repreaenta· 
tive body to look diligently into euery 
affair of govemment and to talk much 
about what it aeea. lt u meant to be the 
eyu and uoice, and to embody the 
wiadom and will of it• conati
tHenta. ••• The informing function of 
Congreu ahould be l"'efe"ed even to ita 
legialatiue f unction. 

-Woodrow Wilaon 

Tue executive branch by itself cannot be entrusted with ascertaining the general 
public interest. For one thing, it has its own interests to look after; for another, 
the access of outside interests to it is too unequal. The framers of the U.S. 
Constitution were well aware of the potential abuse of executive power-indeed, 
the Declaration of Independence, written eleven years earlier, had focused on 
the oppressive acts of King George III. The Constitution, therefore, specifies that 
establishment of the federal govemment's basic priorities is the responsibility of 
a more open and accessible branch of government, a representative Congress. 
Hence the standard answer to citizen complaints: "Write your Congressman." 

But the citizen who does write his Congressman knows that, except for easily 
remedied personal problems such as an overdue Social Security check or an 
administrative mistake regarding veterans' or Medicare benefits, he can usually 
expect little more than soothing reassurances to the effect that the Congressman 
shares his concem and is keeping a watchful eye on the situation. 
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Congressional Committees 

The problem is that individual Congressmen have very unequal shares of 
responsibility for overseeing government activities, and those to whom the 
responsibility has been delegated are usually strongly committed to the status 
quo. Except on issues currently in the spotlight of national attention, Congress 
almost always goes along with the recommendations of its ~mmittees and 
subcommittees, whose organization largely parallels that of the executive 
agencies. And like the federal agencies, the Congressional committees have to a 
large extent become captives of special-interest groups. Thus Harold Seidman in 
his book Politics, Position. and Power notes that in the Ninetieth Congress 
(1967-1968) at least half the members of the House and Senate Agriculture 
committees 

were actively engaged in agriculture or related occupations ... [and) 28 of the 
33 members of the House Merchant Marine and Fisberies Committee came from 
port districts which have a major interest in ship construction and maritime 
subsidies. Membership on the House and Senate Interior Committees was 
predominantly from the Western states where reclamation projects, grazing, 
timber, and mineral rights are issues of primary voter interest.2 

Seidman then concluded, almost unnecessarily, that parochialism iO the 
executive agencies reflects and is supported by parochialism in their oversight 
committees. " 3 

This parochialism, the existence of which is of course quite natural and 
unsurprising, goes a long way toward explaining why Congressional committees 
so often do not take the initiative and may even resist the development of 
independent information and analyses in their areas of responsibility. lnstead, 
they seem ordinarily to be content to obtain their information from executive 
agency spokesmen and from the lobbyists for Special interests. This is 
particularly true in complicated technical areas. In evaluating weapons systems, 
for example, Congress has traditionally obtained most of its information from 
the military-dismissing most other sources as unqualified. Similarly, in assessing 
controversies over the side effects of agricultural chemicals. Congress until 
recently relied almost exclusively upon the chemical industry and the Agricul
ture Department. In view of this situation, it is perhaps a fortunate by-product 
of the complexity of modern society and the power of modern technology that 
an increasing number of problems have ramifications which overlap the 
jurisdiction of several Congressional committees. (Witness the numerous Con· 
gressional hearings in recent years on different aspects of the "energy crisis.") 
This increases the probability that there will be at least one Congressional 
committee which will be both competent and sufficiently free of vested interests 
to provide a fair hearing on any particular technological issue-as did the Senate 
Foreign Relations committee in the ABM debate after the Senate Armed 
Services Committee bad failed to listen to the ABM's opponents. 
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CONG~ESSlONAL llEAR.lNGS 

Congressional headngs can be superb vehicles for bringing a problem to life 
and dramatizing it. Representative Fountain's grilling of the FDA Administrators 
on their handling of the cyclamates issue (Chapter 7), for example, bad some 
elements of high drama. The record reveals how the integrity of the FDA 
bureaucracy was eroded by years of accommodation to the politically potent 
drug industry. Similarly, the dramatic confrontations between Senator Fulbright 
and a series of high Defense Department officials (Chapter 5) showed how little 
importance was actually assigned to techitical considerations in the department's 
"technical" reviews of the ABM system. Thus Congressional hearings provide a 
unique opportunity to find out how government bureaucracies really operate 
behind their carefully cultivated public images. 

Congressional hearings can also give Congress and the public access to the 
"experts." There are few scientists who would refuse the invitation of a 
Congressional committee to testify. Consequen tly, if the committee is able to 
determine who the experts are, it can lay before Congress and the public 
information and analyses which would otherwise just not be available. 
Panofsky's testimony on the Safeguard ABM system and Garwin's testimony on 
the SST made unique contributions toward the crystallization and focusing of 
the issues involved in these debates. 

If these are the strengths of the hearing process, it has its weaknesses, too. 
The quality of a heatlng is extremely dependent on the preparation, abilities, 
and intentions of the Congressmen and staff who choose the witnesses and 
formulate the questions which are addressed to them. The Congressmen and the 
staffs do not ordinarily have a technical background: only two Congressmen in 
the Ninety-third Congress(l973-1974) bad an advanced scientific or engineering 
degree,4 and there are only a few doctorate-holding scientists on the permanent 
staffs of individual Congressmen or ofCongressional committees. Consequently, 
thc preparation for a hearing tends tobe a rather hit-or-miss affair. 

Even when the "experts" on each side have presented their arguments, the 
technical complexities of the issues may so overwhelm the committee that the 
hearing ends up having only the appearance of a confrontation. Many 
Congressmen would like to reduce the issue in such debates to one of "my 
expert is bigger than your expert." But in fact, experts on different sides of an 
issue usually do not directly contradict each other's statements. lnstead, each 
focuses on that information and those considerations which support his case. 
And since the witnesses address themselves to the Congressional committee 

. rather than to other experts, it is quite easy for them to talk past one anothei. In 
the antiballistic missile debates, for example, the scientist proponents tended to 
emphasize the hostile intent of the Soviets and Chinese and the consequent 
requirement for some sort of missile defense, while the opponents argued that 
the proposed ABM system would be virtually useless against a serious attack. Did 
this mean that the ABM proponents were unable to rebut the technical criticisms 
of the opponents? Or that the opponents conceded the need for much greater 
pffnrtci tnw:ml reducin2 the damage which an enemy could inflict on the United 
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States with nuclear weapons? Partial answers to these que1tion1 were eventually 
offered during the two-year-long ABM debate. 

Most Congressional debates are not so lengthy, however, and such questions 
would ordinarily be left to the Congressmen and their staff s to struggle with . 
alone. lt seems quite likely that, lacking the additional information and analyses 
which they need to answer these questions, most Congressmen would leave them 
unresolved and make their decisions on other grounds. 

IMPROVING CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS 

Actually, it is not logic but tradition which dictates that witnesses at a 
Congressional hearing not question each other-as opposed to what happens, in 
effect, · during the adversary proceedings in a courtroom. Perhaps Congressmen 
enjoy their rotes as interrogators. ff they could be persuaded to relinquish this 
prerogative occasionally, however, the payoff might be substantiat Consider the 
following brief exchange between two experts which occurred in 1957 at a 
hearing of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. Ralph Lapp, having been 
permitted to present a question from the audience, took issue with a statement 
by Merril Eisenbud, an AEC official, to the effect that fallout from 
thermonuclear bomb tests. could be increased a millionfold and still be safe. 
Lapp asked for the radiation dosage in the Troy-Albany area in New York State 
after the April 1953 nuclear blast in Nevada. 

MR. EISENBUD: 1 would personally estimate it at about ten milliroentgen. 
DR. LAPP: Is it proper for me to respond? 1 have done a little arithmetic. Let 

us take ten milliroentgens, as Mr. Eisenbud estimates, and we multiply (by a 
million) ..• that would be ••• ten thousand roentgens. 

SENATOR [CLINTON] ANDERSON [D.-N.M.]: Ten thousand roentgens 
would kill everybody in sight! 

MR. EISENBUD: Yes. 
SENATOR ANDERSON: So that would mean there would not be any 

immediate danger if you kill everyone in sight?5 

Even if Congress managed to organize more real debates on technical issues 
and fewer soliloquies, there are certain deficiencies inherent in the hearing 
process itself which limit its usefulness as a means of gathering iinformation and 
advice on technical subjects. Besides the difficulties already mentioned of 
preparing for the hearing and finding witnesses who are at the same time well 
informed and reasonably unbiased, there is the more fundamental problem that 
it is often impossible for any expert, or even a group of experts, to discuss 
complex issues adequately even among themselves without considlerable previous 
opportunity for study of the relevant information-an opportunity not usually 
available when an invitation to testify 'is received. A mechanism is required 
which will allow extensive investigation and analysis of activities and policies in 
technical areas so that the issues can be clarified before hearings are scheduled. 

ßefore making up his mind whether to go forward with the development of 
the Boeing supersonic transport plane, President Nixon commissioned detailed 
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studies from several panels of experts. Such a procedure is routine for major 
decisions in the executive branch. Yet abnost never have Congress and the public 
been given an authoritative assessment of the costs and benefits of a_ proposed 
new technology. lnstead, the executive agencies present Congress with a sales 
pitch, and only rarely does a Richard Garwin or a Matthew Meselson step 
forward to organize the arguments on the other side. 

A recent collaboration between the Califomia legislature and the Rand 
Corporation (a well-known private ''think-tank"6

) provid~s a model for a more 
rational organization of legislative effort in Congress. Lik~ many othe~ ~tates, 
California has been troubled in recent years by controvers1es over the sitmg of 
new nuclear-energy electric power plants. New state legislation seemed desirable. 
Before proceeding to draft such legislation, however, the _Planning and Land ~se 
Committee of the Calif omia State Assembly arranged w1th Rand for a detailed 
study of the issues involved. The resulting report, Califomia's Electricity 
Quandary, occupies three summary volumes with more than_ a d?zen supplemen
tary reports.' lt agrees with the Union of Concemed Sc1entists that n~clear 
reactors might not be as safe as the AEC has claimed and suggests that su1table 
sites might not be available for the sixty additional new nuclear po~er plants 
projected by the California utility companies before the year 2000. Fmally, as a 
partial solution to the resulting quandary, the report _sugge~ts t~t signifi~ant 
steps to slow the growth rate of electric power demand m CaJ?orma are feasible. 

The report was presented in a private briefing to the c~_rman of the State 
Assembly committee, and then it was released to the pubbc m a f~ll-scale press 
conference at Rand headquarters in Santa Monica. .(lt was Rand s first press 
conference.) Next, the report was presented to the entire Planning an~ Land Use 
Committee in a major public hearing. A subcommittee then organized ~ver~ 
weeks of hearings based on the Rand report, including testimony f rom Ca11fornia 
power companies and state agencies. The hearing on nuclear rea~tor safety 
featured Henry Kendall, Dan Ford, and officials of the AEC. Fmally, t~ 
subcommittee chairman, Charles Warren, prepared a bill based on all. of this 
inf ormation and discussion. This bill, the Omnibus Energy Conservation and 
Development Act of 1973, passed the Assembly without modifi~ation and was 
sent to the State Senate. There confusion reigned: twenty-five different energy 
bills were being considered in the usual piecemeal fashion. The bill that 
eventually passed the state Senate was a power-plant siting prop?sal introduce_d 
by Senator Alfred Alquist, the chairman of the Senate Comm1ttee on. Pubbc 
Utilities and Corporations-but this bill stood no chance of pasSlDg the 
Assembly. The impasse was broken when Senator Alqu~st agreed to dras~ica~y 
amend bis bill to resemble the Warren bill; and the revised Warren-Alqu1st bill 
handily passed both houses of the California legislature on September 14, 1973, 
over strong opposition from the electric utilities-only to be vetoe~ by Govemor 
Reagan. As of this writing, however, legislative pressure remams ~trong for 
repassage and enactment of the Warren-Alquist bill without substantial amend· 
ment. Meanwhile, sirnilar bills have been introduced into the legislatures of some 

l1alf-dozen states.1 
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lt would probably be neither practical nor desirable for the U.S. Congress to 

follow such an elaborate procedure for each of the hundreds of bills it passes 
each year. But in legislating on complex technical issues, Congress could 
certainly afford occasionally to adopt a little more rationality in this direction. 

The Office of Technology Assessment 

Lets face it, Mr. Chairman, wein the Congress are constantly outmanned and 
outgunned by the expertise of the Executive agencies. We desperately need a 
stronger source of professional advice and information more immediately and 
entirely responsible to us and responsive to the demands of our own 
committees. 9 

-Representative Charles Mosher (R.-Ohio) 

Congress has answered the need expressed in the above passage by creating 
for itself a new Institution, the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA), which 
began operations in late 1973.10 While it is easy to overrate the impact that the 
OT A will have on an institution whose nature is still basically feudal, the mere 
existence of the OTA creates possibilities which would have been dismissed as 
visionary in the recent past. 

What the OTA does is provide for Congress what the President bad until 
recently in the Office of Science and Technology and its Presidential Science 
Advisory Committee. In the words of the 1972 Technology Assesmient Act 
(Pub. L 92-484) creating the OTA: "the basic function of the Office shall be to 
provide early indications of the probable beneficial and adverse impacts of the 
applications of technology."11 This is whatis called a "technology assessment." A 
technology as.~ssment can range anywhere from a brief report on a specific 
technological question to a large-scale study like Rand's report on Califomia'I 
Electricity Quandary. (Most routine queries that require only library research 
will continue to be handled by the Congressional Research Service.12 ) 

In 1973 ex-Representative Emilio Dadderio was appointed the füst director 
of the OTA. Dadderio bad, as a Congressman, nursed the OT A proposal to 
maturity, before he resigned to run unsuccessfully for govemor of Connecticut. 
The office will eventually have a füll-time staff of about twenty professionals. 
For studies requiring outside resources, however, the OTA is limited only by its 
appropriations. lt is empowered to 

enter into contracts or other arrangements as may be necessary ..• with any 
agency ..• of the United States, with any State, .•. with any person, firm, 
association, corporation, or educational institution •.• [and] to accept and 
utilize the services of voluntary and uncompensated personnel •.. and provide 
[for their) transportation and subsistence.13 

Besides contracting with major universities and private "think-tanks" for 
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. technology assessments, the OTA can develop a niechanism for citizen feedback 

by requesting studies from organi:zations like the Center for Science in the Public 
lnterest. The explicit provision for the expenses of volunteers should also 
encourage all sorts of informal relationships by which individual scientists could 
contribute important information and analyses. For exarnple, the OTA might 
appoint several well-qualified monitors, representing a range of viewpoints, who 
would closely follow the course of an assessment after it bad been contracted 
out and make suggestions to the assessment team and the OT A staff.14 

STRUCTURE OF THE OTA 

Unlike the other two Congressi.onal information services, the General 
Accounting Office and the Corigressional Research Service, the OTA is 
supervised by what amounts to its own joint Congressional committee, thC 
Technology Assessment Board (TAB). The board consists of six Senators and six 
Representatives, equally divided between the Democratic and Republican 
parties.15 Senator. Edward Kennedy (D.-Mass.) was elected the board's first 
chairman, to serve until January 1975. The Technology Assessment Board can 
give the conclusions of the OT A reports public visibility and political 
impact-for example, by holding hearings. lt will hopefully also help to protect 
the OTA from attacks on its appropriations by irate Congressional potentates to 
whom some of its findings may be unwelcqme. And, in cases where the OTA is 
not receiving cooperation, the TAB is empowered to issue subpoenas. 

The OTA will have little impact in the long run, however, unless its work is 
taken seriously by the technical community. The quality control of the OTA's 
reports will be partly the responsibility of a part-time Technology Assessment 
Advisory Council made up of the Comptroller General ( who heads the General 
Accounting Office), the director of the Congressional Research Service, and ten 
"public" members „to be appointed by the Board, who shall be persons eminent 
in ..• the physical, biological, oi social sciences or engineering or experienced in 
the administration of technological activities."16 Additional ad hoc panels may 
also be appointed to review specific technology assessments or to prepare reports 
on technical issues relevant to particular pieces of legislation. 

By accident, the Office of Technology Assessment was born just as the last 
remnants of the Office of Science and Technology.were being casually swept out 
the back door of the Executive Office Building. Which raises the question: Will 
the fate of the OTA be any happier than that of the late OST? In many respects 
the prospects of the OTA are brighter. In the first place, in contrast to the 
posture of the Office of Science and Technology, which bad only one client-the 
President-the demands for the services of the OTA will originate from many 
.sources. The chairman, the ranking minority member, or the majority of the 
membership of any Congressional committee may ask for a study, as may of 
course the Technology Assessment Board itself or the Director of the OT A "in 
consultation with the Board." Furthermore, the OTA will constitute the main 
technical resource of Congress, while the President has always bad available the 
full resources of the entire executive branch-if he trusts them. The priorities in 
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Congress are sufficiently pluralistic that it can be expected there will always be 
aom~ Con~ressional committees to which the OTA will be important at any 
parbcular time. 

A fmal advantage of OTA over the laJe Office of Science and Technology is 
that it is located in a much more open and public branch of the govemment. 
Hopefully t~e procedures of the OTA, the openness of the work of its experts, 
the ~ro~ect1ons suggested above against bias in their reports, and the open 
pu~licatton of th~se reports for public use and criticism will set an example 
which the executtve branch will be obliged to follow. Given a choice it is 
pro~able that many scientists would prefer to work under such condition;. And 
their repor!s are much more ~ly to obtain full consideration in Congress-and 
the executive branch as well-ü they are openly available. Recall that the public 
release of the Rand report California's Electricity Quandary generated a great 
deal of press attention, which in turn helped to lubricate the Calüornia 
~egislativ~ machinery. Indeed, the OT A should establish mechanisms for the 
informatton and involvement of the larger public in its activities-at least a 
newsletter to publish announcements of proposed new technology assessments 
progress reports, and brief accounts of completed assessments. Of course som; 
~fid~ntiality will be necessary on occasion to protect military securi;y and 
mdustrial ~r~de. secrets. In these cases the damage done to open public debate 
can be. mmuruzed by publishing „sanitiud" reports containing the OTA's 
unclassified analyses, conclusions, and recommendations omitting only the 
technical details being protected. ' 

Getting Congressional Attention 

The. locati~n of the OTA in Congress gives it many advantages, but there are also 
obv1ous dISa~vantages. Former Senator Joseph Clark did not express an 
uncom~~n view when he described Congress as „the sapless branch."11 Congress 
has trad1ttonally de~erred to the executive branch on technological matters. The 
resourc:es made available by the OTA will enable Congress to challenge the 
e~ecuttve branch more eas~y in these areas-but there is' little basis in recent 
histo~ to believe that Congress will rise to the occasion without a great deal of 
proddtng. Any resemblance between most Congressional committees and a group 
of Nader's Raiders is purely coincidental. 

Despite !ts fron!·row seat on the operations of the federal govemment, 
Congress ra1ses few 1ssues of a nonparochial nature on its own initiative. lt seems 
that Congressmen are usually just too busy servicing the needs of their ow 
political con~ti~uencies to have much time or energy left over to worry about t~ 
general pubbc mterest. lt requires political skill to get a Congressman's attention 
and support. 

In all the cases that we have discussed the basic ingredient which attracted 
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Congressional attention was an aroused public. This is particularly true in the big 
debates: those over the SST and ABM. lt was public concern over the sonic 
boom that originally triggered the major Congressional debates over the SST. 
and it was the suburban opposition to "bombs in the backyard„ that revitalized 
the ABM debate. lt is true that. after these beginnings, the Congressional debate 
branched out into other problems relating to these two technologies-but it was 
the public outcry that originally drew Congressional attention. Such national 
debates provide Congressmen with an audience. And with national news 
coverage focused on them. Congressmen are more likely to take the issues 

seriously. 
Besides their natural sensitivity to publicity. there is a deeper reason why 

Congressmen respond much more attentively to an issue which has already 
received a great deal of public debate than they do to an issue of similar merit 
which comes to Congress unheralded. On controversial issues. Congress does not 
actually decide; rather. it ratifies what it takes tobe the popular will. Thus. for 
example. in the development of the labor movement in the United States. years 
of labor organizing, strikes. and sometimes violent controversy preceded the 
eventual passage of the Wagner Actin 1938.18 Similarly, Congressional action 
fmally cutting off funds for the bombing of Cambodia in 1973 came as a 
much-delayed anticllmax to general public disaffection with the war in 

Indochina. 
Of course. few technological issues generate political struggles as fierce as 

those which surrounded the ABM and the SST. Fortunately. most issues-likc 
· the cyclamates issue or the dangers of cross-country transportation of nerve 
gas-can be handled at a lower level of confrontation. In cases such as the latter. 
·however, it is still useful to represent a political constituency which the 
Congressman being approached takes seriously, or to be introduced by an 
individual whom he respects, or to have already attracted news media attention 
to the issue. lt is also almost essential to develop the issues for him and his staff 
with clear and persuasive written arguments so that they may choose which ones 
they wish to use for their own purposes. 

Keeping Congressional Attention 

Perhaps the most important problem that the concemed citizens• group faces, 
once it has first engaged Congress's attention. is keeping it. Elizabeth Drew has 
described the problem as follows: 

Tue people in Congress. like people who are not in Congress, are endowed with a 
rather limited attention span. A member of Congress' relationship with any 
particular national issue is likely to be of rather brief duration. Anyone who 
stays with an issue for very long may be considered by his colleagues and by thc 

Press tobe a little bit odd somewhat obsessive, ajoke. (They laughed at the way 
' 19 Wayne Morse went on about the (Vietnam) war.) 
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This is why the most eff ective weapon in the arsenal of the defenders of the 
1tatus quo is delay. 

In order to focus continued Congressional attention on questions relating to 
the general public interest rather than to Special interests. it helps if there is 
action in other arenas. As we have already remarked. Congressmen 1ikc an 
audience for their efforts-but most Congressional hearings are ignored unless 
they are coupled with public or legal controversies that have already drawn 
media attention. The battle over DDT provides a prime example of how an issue 
was kept alive over the years by the action shifting continuously from one arena 
to another: first Rachel Carson's Silent Spring; then the report of the President's 
Science Advisory Committee; then the local courts and the state legislatures; 
new fmdings by scientists on the pervasiveness and toxicity of DDT; administra
tive hearings in front of the Environmental Protection Agency; more advisory 
reports; more court actions; etc. The Office of Technology Assessment should 
deliberately try to compensate for the spasmodic nature of Congressional, 
public, and even executive-branch attention by undertaking periodic reviews of a 
variety of issues such as pesticide usage, nuclear reactor safety, or land-use 
planning-whether these areas are currently the focus of controversy or 
not-with reports to Congress on its fmdings. In this way Congress and the 
public could fmd out what impact previous legislation has ar.tually bad and be 
warned of new problems before they reach crisis proportions. 

Another way in which to keep Congressional attention is of course to emulate 
the special interests and become involved in Congressional elections. Various 
groups involved in debates over technology have done just this. Meselson 
approached several Congressmen with the chemical and biological warfare issue 
through their big campaign contributors. In thc SST debate many local anti-SST 
groups inserted the issue into Congressional campaigns. And at least two public 
interest groups have dedicated themselves with considerable success to using the 
electoral process to change Congress so that it will become more favorable to 
their views. One, the Council for a Livable World. contributes to the political 
campaigns of Senatorial candidates from small states who favor its arms control 
objectives; the other, the Friends of the Earth•s uague ofConservation Voters. 
before each national election issues a list of a "dirty dozen„ Congressmen whom 
it would most 1ikc to see defeated. 

Congressional Staff 

Lack of time, lack of staff, lack of expertise, pitted against the Pentagon's 
legions of experts, frustrated our [i.e .• the Senate Armed Services Subcommittee 
on Research and Development's) attempts to make a significant number of line 
item cuts. Ultimately we had to resort in the main to asking the Executive 
Department to make percentage cuts, instead. 

Most every item should be carefully considered and closely challenged. But 
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until Congressional committees charged with this responsibility have adequate 
staffs, skilled in investigation and interrogation, we will not be able to meet this 
charge. We will have no alternative but to continue with perccntage cuts, thereby 
relinquishing to the Executive branch the real decision-making power.20 

-Senator Thomas J. Mclntyre (0.-N.H.) 

lt cannot be overemphasized that it is a Congressman's staff which represents 
his memory and his ability to follow through on an issue. The staff member has 
more time than the Congressman to listen to arguments, and once he 
understands and is convinced by them, he is likely to know which ones will be 
persuasive to his boss. Persuading a key staff member of the importance of an 
issue and educating him on what must be done may therefore be as important as 
persuading the Congressman himself-or even tantamount to it. Furthermore, 
· the Congressman is more likely to be willing to commit his staff man to the fray 
if that staffer is already well informed and chomping at the bit. 

Each Representative has a staff of about eight people in his Capitol Hili 
office, and each Senator's Congressional staff numbers about twenty; in 
addition, each of the thirty major Congressional committees has a staff of about 
twenty-five. These numbers may at first sight see~ rather large, but most of the 
Congessmen's personal staff is concerned with political or office chores-case 
worlc, answering constituent mail, and the like. A Congressman's Legislative 
Assistant and Administrative Assistant are in charge of Congressional business 
and running the office, respectively. Each member of Congress thus has at most 
a few staff members who can afford to specialize in areas of special interest to 
him-unless he happens to chair a subcommittee or, better yet, a major 
committee. But even committee staffs comprise mostly lawyers and political 
types. Consider the Senate Commerce Committee, for example. lts eight 
subcommittees are responsible for aviation, communications, consumer affairs, 
environment, foreign commerce and tourism, merchant marine, oceans and 
atmospheres, and surface transportation; and they oversee the functioning of the 
Department of Commerce (including the National Bureau of Standards, the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, and the Patent Office), most 
of the Department of Transportation, and four federal regulatory agencies: the 
Federal Aviation Administration, the Federal Communications Commission, the 
Federal Power Commission, and the lnterstate Commerce Commission. Yet with 
all this technology under its supervision, the Senate Commerce Committee has 
only one staff specialist with an advanced degree in engineering or science. Other 
committees with jurisdiction over science and technology are in a similar 
position, as Senator Mclntyre's lament, quoted at the beginning of this section, 
attests. 

lt is obvious that Congress is woefully understaffed with technical expertise. 
Recognizing this, a number of professional societies have recently initiated a 
Congressional Scientist-Fellow Program, whose purpose is to place outstanding 
younger scientists and engineers on Congressional staffs for approximately one 
year. The füst scientist-fellow, Barry Hyman, a mechanical engineer, began 
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working with the Senate Commerce Committee in January 1973.21 During bis 
one-year fellowship he helped draft and organize hearings on three major bills. In 
September 1973 he was joined by six additional scientist-fellows: two electrical 
engineers, two physicists, a molecular biologist, and an assistant dean on leave 
from Yale Medical School. Congress appears to desire the services of many more 
such fellows: the American Association for the Advancement of Science, which 
is coordinating the program, has received some eighty requests for scientist
fellows from Congressmen, and the competition among Congressmen was very 
hot to see who could sign up the fust fellows. Additional professional societies 
were expected to join in sponsoring the Congressional Scientist-Fellow Program 
in 1974, and foundation support was being sought which would allow a 
considerable further expansion. 

Hopefully the presence of these scientists on Congressional staffs will increase 
the willingness of Congressmen to venture into the technology policy area. Con
gressmen may even begin to seek scientific staff with their own funds. Indeed, all 
of the first group of congressional Scientist-Fellows have been invited to stay on 
as staff members-and about half have decided to accept. There is a precedent 
for this: the two permanent Congressional staff members with doctoral degrees 
in physics originally came to Congress with outside support. One, Tom Ratch
ford, a physicist on the staff of the House Science and Astronautics Committee, 
first came to work for this committee under the Congressional Fellowship Pro
gram of the American Political Science Association. The other, John Andelin, a 
physicist who is now Administrative Assistant to Representative Mike McCor
mack (D.-Wash.), initially came as a volunteer. · 

Those Congressional Scientist-Fellows who return to universities and industry 
also can have a great impact on the relationship between Congress and the 
scientific community. They can be points of contact for Congressional staff 
searching for experts and information on particular issues. With their knowledge 
of how to get important issues and information to the Congressmen and 
Congressional committees where it will do the most good, they can be 
extremely useful to those scientists involved in public interest science activities 
in their home institutions. 

Conclusion 

In summary, citizens should think of Congressmen not as champions to be 
enlisted in the cause, but as a distracted, reluctant, and skeptical audience that 
sometimes can be persuaded to pass remedial legislation or to put pressure on a 
wayward government agency-once some group of citizens has developed the 
case and put it before the public or the courts. This prospect may appear rather 
forbidding, but sometimes Congress is the only resort. Even efforts which are 
only partially successful can make Congress and the public more sensitive t~ an 
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tssue when lt arises again. In the meantime the new Office of Technology 
Assessment and the Congressional Scientist-Fellow Program should significantly 
increase Congress•s ability to recognize and deal with technological issues. 
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